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ABSTRACT 

Digital Chest-X-ray (CXR) is the automatic detection of the lung regions.Detection of lung boundaries in 

chest radiograph images becomes an important step in computerized analysis of the digital chest 

radiographs. In this paper, we proposed a non rigid registration lung segmentation technique using Active 

Appearance Model that detects lung boundaries. The method consists of four main stages, first stage is Pre-

processing, second stage is Feature extraction third stage is segmentation and fourth stage is classification. In 

this paper, we propose a novel method based on Bilateral Filter for preprocessing and GLCM for feature 

extraction and strategic combination of the active appearance model (AAM), and graph cuts (GCs) for lung 

segmentation and classification using SVM.The first stage is  approach for identifying training images most 

similar to the patient CXR using a partial Radon transform and Bhattacharyya shape similarity measure, The 

second stage is a creating the initial patient-specific anatomical model of lung shape for deformable 

registration of training masks to the patient CXR, and the third stage is a extracting refined lung boundaries 

using a graph cuts optimization approach with a customized energy function. Our average accuracy of 95.4% 

on the public database is the highest among published results.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Lung diseases [1] are some of the most common 

medical conditions worldwide. Tens of millions of 

people suffer from lung disease worldwide. 

Smoking, infections, and genetics are responsible 

for most lung diseases. Some of the common lung 

disease can be divided in these groups  Lung 

diseases affecting the airways. Lung diseases 

affecting the air Sacs (Alveoli). Lung diseases 

affecting the interstitium. Lung diseases affecting 

Blood vessels. Lung diseases affecting the 

Pleura.Lung diseases affecting the Chest wall. most 

occurred ones are asthma,acute bronchitis, 

cysticfibrosis,emphysema,pneumonia,tuberculosis,e

mphysema, pulmonary edema, lung cancer, 

sarcoidosis, and different kind of pulmonary 

edemas. The lung is the vital respiration organ the 

two lungs are located near the backbone on either 

side of the heart [20]. Their principal function is to 

transport oxygen from the atmosphere into the 

bloodstream, and to release carbon dioxide from the 

bloodstream into the atmosphere. This exchange of 
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gases is accomplished in the mosaic of specialized 

cells that form millions of tiny, exceptionally thin-

walled air sacs called alveoli [1][2] The lungs are 

divided into lobes, with the right lung having three 

lobes and the left lung having two lobes. In order to 

make room for the heart, the left lung is slightly 

smaller than the right lung. The process of 

breathing starts with the airway. Once breath enters 

the body through the nose and mouth, the air goes 

through the trachea and enters into the bronchi. The 

bronchi are two tubes that carry air into the 

lungs[5]. The larger bronchi break down into 

smaller branches, called bronchioles. At the end of 

the bronchioles are tiny air sacs call alveoli, which 

absorb oxygen from the air. The lungs are protected 

by a fluid cushioning system called the pleura, 

which also helps to keep the lungs separated from 

the chest cavity. [7][8] Alter the pH of blood by 

facilitating alterations in the partial pressure of 

dioxide, Filter out small blood clots formed in 

veins, Filter out gas micro-bubbles occurring in the 

venous blood stream such as those created during 

decompression after underwater diving medicine in 

blood Convert angiotensin I to angiotensin II by the 

action of angiotensin-converting enzyme May serve 

as a layer of soft, shock-absorbent protection for the 

heart, which the lungs flank and nearly enclose. 

[10][5]Immunoglobulin is secreted in the bronchial 

secretion and protects against respiratory infections. 

Detecting the lung regions in chest X-ray images is 

an important component in computer-aided 

diagnosis (CAD) of lung health. In certain 

diagnostic conditions the relevant image-based 

information can be extracted directly from the lung 

boundaries without further analysis. [12]In the case 

of CAD-based identification of lung diseases, 

accurate lung boundary segmentation plays an 

important role in subsequent stages of automated 

diagnosis The National Library of Medicine, in 

collaboration with Indiana University School of 

Medicine, AMPATH (The Academic Model 

Providing Access to Healthcare), is developing a 

computer- aided system for screening and detecting 

the pulmonary pathologies in chest radiographs. 

This system is being developed as part of a project 

aimed at screening of tuberculosis (TB) patients in 

regions of the world with high incidence of disease 

but inadequate healthcare facilities. [15]There are a 

number of anatomical challenges and subtle cues 

involved in segmenting the lung region within a 

CXR. For example, for lung segmentation, the 

strong edges at the rib cage and clavicle region 

results in local minima in many minimization 

approaches. Segmenting the lung apex is another 

difficult problem because of the varying intensities 

in the upper clavicle bone region. Additional 

challenges include segmenting the small 

costophrenic angle, making allowances for 

anatomical shape variations such as varying heart 

dimensions or other pathology, and X-ray imaging 

in homogeneities[7][3]. In this paper, we present a 

lung boundary detection system incorporating no 

rigid registration with a CXR database of 

presegmented lung regions to build an anatomical 

atlas as a guide combined with graph cuts based 

image region refinement. The initial work is 

significantly expanded in this paper to incorporate a 

deformable anatomical lung model using a novel no 
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rigid registration approach based on SIFT-flow, a 

detailed assessment of the approach compared to 

other state-of-the-art[9][10] . 

 

        Figure 1.21 Structure of Lung 

Abdominal muscles can also help with the function 

of the lungs. When a person breathes rapidly due to 

physical activity, the abdominal muscles push 

against the diaphragm to increase the speed of 

exhalation. The lungs may also depend upon 

muscles in the neck and collarbone if the lung has 

damage or disease that impairs other muscles in the 

respiratory system 

2. EXISTING METHOD 

Depending on the lung segmentation, different 

feature types and ways to aggregate them have been 

reported in the literature. For example, subdivide 

the lung into overlapping regions of various sizes 

and extract features from each region. To detect 

abnormal signs of diffuse textural nature they use 

the moments of responses to a multistate filter 

bank. In addition, they use the difference between 

corresponding regions in the left and right lung 

fields as features. A separate training set is 

constructed for each region and final classification 

is done by voting and a weighted integration. A 

stepwise binary classification approach for 

reduction of false positives in tuberculosis detection 

from smeared slides. Currently, these tests are still 

expensive. Nevertheless, with costs decreasing over 

time, these systems may become an option for 

poorer countries.  

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

Here we propose the edge based segmentation. The 

user indicates pixels where the segmentation 

boundary should pass and the segmentation is 

achieved as the shortest path according to energy 

based on gradients. The proposed recognition 

method comprises of four main steps: 1) To discern 

the top and bottom slices of the organ, slice 

localization method is implemented. 2) To generate 

the same number of slices in the given image of the 

object, interpolation is applied which is linear type. 

3) To shape the organ accurately, a refinement 

method is applied.4) classification using SVM.In 

this paper, we propose a novel method based on 

Bilateral Filter for preprocessing and GLCM for 

feature extraction and strategic combination of the 

active appearance model (AAM), and graph cuts 

(GCs) for lung segmentation . 

 4. METHODALOGY AND MODULE 

In this paper Statistical knowledge about the 

shape and intensity characteristics of the anatomical 

structure of lung can be derived from a set of 

example images.. This knowledge can be used to 

train an Active Appearance Model (AAM). 

Successful examples of the application of AAMs in 

medical image processing are ample for a wide 

range of different imaging modalities and 

anatomical structures. This paper aims to provide a 

brief overview on the training process and 

segmentation process are: 

i) Lung image preprocessing using Bilateral Filter  

ii)Lung Image Feature Extraction with GLCM 

(grey level co-occurrence matrix) 
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iii) lung Image Segmentation by appearance model 

(AAM), and graph cuts (GCs) classification using 

SVM. iv) Computing the Image Result. 

 
 

5. PRE-PROCESSING    

The idea of the pre-processing is to reduce 

or eliminate some of the image variations for the 

illumination of the image. After the image is 

captured it may be unclear or imprecise. Image 

Detection Preprocessing. For preprocessing we 

used Bilateral Filter: Bilateral filtering smooths 

images while safeguarding edges, by method of a 

nonlinear synthesis of adjacent pixel values. The 

technique is non-iterative, simple and 

straightforward. It combines gray levels or colors 

dependent upon both their geometric closeness and 

their photometric comparability and inclines toward 

close values to inaccessible values in both domain 

and range. A bilateral filter smooth colors and 

safeguard edges in a manner that is tuned to human 

recognition. Additionally, bilateral filtering 

produces no phantom colors along edges in color 

images and reduces phantom colors where they 

show up in the original image. 

6. FEATURE EXTRACTION WITH GREY 

LEVEL CO-OCCURRENCE MATRIX 

(GLCM) 

The GLCM was introduced by Haralick et al. [12]. 

It is a second order statistical method which is 

reported to be able to characterize textures as an 

overall or average spatial relationship between grey 

tones in an image [13].  Its development was 

inspired by the conjectured from Julesz [14] that 

second order probabilities were sufficient for 

human discrimination of texture.      In general, 

GLCM could be computed as follows. First, an 

original texture image D is re-quantized into an 

image G with reduced number of grey level, Ng.  A 

typical value of Ng is 16 or 32. Then, GLCM is 

computed from G by scanning the intensity of each 

pixel and its neighbor, defined by displacement d 

and angle ø. A displacement, d could take a value 

of 1,2,3,…n whereas an angle, ø is limited 0, 45, 

90 and 135.  

     The GLCM P(i,j|d,ø) is a second order joint 

probability density function P of grey level pairs in 

the image for each element in co-occurrence matrix 

by dividing each element with Ng. Finally, scalar 

secondary features are extracted from this co-

occurrence matrix. In this paper, 8 of most 

commonly used GLCM secondary features as 

defined in [12] and [7] were employed as defined in 

Eq. 1 to Eq.8.  All these features were employed as 

inputs to the neural network classifier. 
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Variance:     
ji

jiPi
,

2
,    (8) 

Where      
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i
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To visualize the mechanism of GLCM, it is best 

described by example.  To make the example 

simple, consider a re-quantized image of four 

intensities as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).  Let’s assumed 

that the displacement d and angle, ø is 1 and 0, 

respectively.  The co-occurrence matrix element 

P(1,2) is computed by counting all pixels in an 

image which intensity value of 1 and its next 

neighboring pixel in a same row (d = 1 and ø = 0) 

of intensity 2.  In this example, there are 2 of such 

cases, thus P(1,2) = 2 as shown in Fig.1(b).  Fig. 

1(c) shows the GLCM in the form of probability 

estimates.  

 

1 1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 1 

2 2 3 3 3 

4 3 3 2 1 

3 3 3 4 4 

  Fig. 1(a).  Image      

                   matrix 

 1 2 3 4 

1 1 2 0 0 

2 1 1 3 0 

3 0 1 5 3 

4 1 0 1 1 
Fig. 1(b).  Co-occurrence 

matrix 

 

Fig. 1(c). Actual GLCM values. 

 1 2 3 4 

1 0.0625 0.125 0 0 

2 0.0625 0.0625 0.1875 0 

3 0 0.0625 0.3125 0.1875 

4 0.0625 0 0.0625 0.0625 

 

7. ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODEL: 

AAM methods use landmarks to represent 

shape and appearance and use principal component 

analysis to capture the major modes of variation in 

shape and appearance observed in the training data 

sets. However, the specific shape and appearance 

information on the object in a given image is 

difficult to account for in these methods the 

introduction of statistical modelling based   

methods has resulted in substantial and widespread 

advances in the field of medical image 

segmentation. Previously, automated image 

analysis and segmentation of anatomical structures 

were only focusing on image characteristics, mainly 

detecting edges or regions with homogeneously 

distributed pixel intensity values. Over the past 

decade, increasingly, statistical information about 

the shape of the organ of interest is used to interpret  

The results. Generate new model x   

  x = μ + P*b  

from mean model μ and some (b) linear 

combination of principal components P Fit Ix to 

image region Ii, by altering b according to 

                       (Ix – Ii ) = ΔI 

                       x = μ + P*b 

• simplest approach: Δb = A*ΔI  learn“ A  

• perturbate known model b‘ = b + Δb and store the 

change of image ΔI  Find A by multi-variate linear 

regression  A connects grey-value appearance with 

all model params Minimize the error between I (u) 

and M(W(u; p)) = A(u). 

• If u is a pixel in s0, then the corresponding pixel in 

the input image I is W(u; p).At pixel u the AAM 

has the appearance At pixel W(u; p), the input 

image has the intensity I (W(u; p)).Minimize the 

sum of squares of the difference between these two 

quantities: 

 

 

 

 

For example, the probability of a detected 

edge being the correct delineation of the anatomical 

structure would be derived from the position and 

orientation of the edge. Alternatively, a statistical 

model could be fitted through a set of possible 

organ boundaries, found by edge detection In object 

recognition application for lung models, accurate 
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object objects. When applying Active Appearance 

Model, firstly we collect enough lung images with 

various shapes as training set then we use a set of 

points to annotate lung shape, so lung shape can be 

represented by the coordinates of these landmarks. 

After a series of transformation such as Principal 

Component 

8. GRAPH CUT METHODS 

Graph Cut methods treat the image segmentation 

problem as a min-cut problem on graphs. a fast tool 

for image segmentation using Graph Cut both as an 

image based as well as boundary based image 

segmentation. A cut in a graph is the subset of the 

edges that, if removed, split the graph into two. The 

cost of the cut is measured by the sum of weights of 

the cut edges. The minimal cut is the cut with 

minimal sum-of weights out of all possible cuts. 

The problem of finding a minimal cut is closely 

related (actually equivalent) to the max-flow 

problem is weighted graphs and can be computed in 

low order polynomial time to obtain a globally 

optimal solution   A general segmentation is 

described as a labeling vector X in the form of:

 }"","{"    }{ bkgfrgxxX pp   the above 

equations, P is the group all image pixels, N is the 

group of neighboring pairs of pixels (8-connectivity 

chosen), E1 is called the region tern, E2 the 

boundary term and   is a constant that controls the 

relative significance of the two terms. For a given 

labeling, )(  },"","{" 1 pp xEbkgfrgx   is low if p

indeed fits to be an foreground / background pixel 

as segmented. Where the optimal segmentation is 

the vector X that minimizes the energy: 

 








qp xx
Nqp

qp

Pp

p xxExEXE
,

21 ),()()1()(    

  

 For two adjacent pixels with different labels 

),,(  ),  ,,( 2 qpqp xxExxNqp   is low if p and q 

are very different, which imply they're indeed fit to 

represent a border. Note that different border 

detection schemes could be used here (e.g. being 

near an edge etc.). Demanding Equation (4.2) for 

all unmarked pixels is referred to as applying soft 

constraint on the pixels  

 

 

   

 

 

  

  Step: 1 Define graph usually 4- connected or 8-

connected. 

Step: 2 Define unary potentials Color histogram or 

mixture of Gaussians for background and 

foreground  

Step: 3 Define pair wise potentials Step: 4 Apply 

graph cuts return to 2, using current labels to 

compute    foreground, background models . 

9.SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE(SVM) 

This section describes the comparative study of 

classification performance of the SVM classifier for 

different texture analysis methods used for 

classification and segmentation of Lung from  CXR  

images. The texture features extracted from each 

ROI of the image to be selected by using pixel 

based intensity method. The texture features are 

extracted with same set of images and are obtained 

from 16 bit gray level images. The SVM is used as 

a classifier. The results from the SVM classifier for 

all the texture analysis methods are evaluated by 

using the statistical analysis. All classification 

results could have an error rate and on occasion will 

either fail to identify an abnormality, or identify an 

abnormality which is not present. It is common to 

describe this error rate by the terms true and false 

positive and true and false negative as follows:  

True Positive (TP): the classification result is 

positive in the presence of the clinical abnormality. 

True Negative (TN): the classification result is 

negative in the absence of the clinical abnormality. 
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 False Positive (FP): the classification result is 

positive in the absence of the clinical abnormality. 

 False Negative (FN): the classification result is 

negative in the presence of the clinical abnormality.  

Sensitivity = TP/ (TP+FN) *100%  

Specificity = TN/ (TN+FP) *100%  

 

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/ (TP+TN+FP+FN)*100 % 

are used to measure the performance of a classifier. 

The proposed approach using SVM as a classifier 

for classification of Lung images provides a good 

classification efficiency as compared to other 

classifiers. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy 

is also improved. The proposed approach is 

computationally effective and yields good result. 

This automated analysis system could be further 

used for classification of images with different 

pathological. 

 

10. RESULT: 

10.1Training Data set 

  

10.2 Selected Patient X-ray 

 

10.3 CBIR Paradigm     

 

             10.4 Patient specific lung address 

 

            

       
      

             

 
             10.5 Segmentation –AAM and GC 
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10.6 Calculated Lung Boundary 

10. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, it had been shown that a multi-layered 

fully connected perception could be employed 

successfully as lung image boundary segmentation 

with AAM and GC technique. This method combines 

intensity information with personalized lung atlas 

models derived from the training set. And then compute 

a set of shape, edge, and texture features as input to a 

binary SVM classifier, which then classifies the given 

input image into either normal or abnormal .It had also 

been shown that the proposed system is robust to 

image rotation, image enhancement and noise 

levels. Therefore, further researches should be 

carried out to enhance the classification of similar 

look image in the future. It is suggested that the use 

different degree of phase angle in GLCM 

techniques perhaps could improve segmentation 

accuracy. 
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